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Voters learn many thingsyom the mass midia. Not only ,do they learn,

factual details about issues, thv also acquire ,perspectives about the rel-
,

tive importance of these issues. It is this ability of the mass 043dia to

infldence the salience of key political elemarnts that has come to 1e called
\

the agenda-settinkfunction of %ass commdhication. Through theii day-by-day

selection and display of the.news, editors and broadcasters Afluence what the

voters regard as the key elements of the campaign (McCombs and Shaw, 1972; I

Be ker, McCombs, and McLeod, 1975; McCombs, 1,976; Shaw and!McCombs, In press),

In ther words, the press helps set the agenda for a political aign.

Agenda-setting provides a useful
(
conceptualiz n. for the.study of

political-cdmMunication and tbe analysis mass communication in a political

campaign-(McCombs and Masel-Walter 976). The fruitfulness of this new

op

concept is demonstrated by t rapid proliferation of agenda-setting research

since publicatioh of'th

of this recent work ee McCombs, 1976). The concept of agenda-setting is

original McCombs and Shaw research in 1972 (for.summary

-

is concerned wXh cognitions, not attitudes. The difference between attitudes

and coghitions and the critical distinction between the attitudinal and the

agenda-setting effects of mass communication are succinctly stated in Cohen's"'

)/ (1963) reMarkfthat while the press may not tell us what to think, it definitely

tells us what to think about.

agenda7setting is concerned about incidental voter learning

across time and not response to immtdiate stimuli in the mass media. These

t.)
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shifts in perspectivp sikliled by the concept of agenda-setting, shifts from

short-term attitude changelto longer-term cognitive development and change,

are key characteristics in the historicil devbilopment of empirical research

on political behavior and mass communication.
,

The original McCoMbs and Shaw study and virtually all of the research

to On the agenda-setting influence-of the press has focused on the issues

in pO1itIcal campaigns. 'Quite consistently this research has demonstrated

significantivelationshipS between the agenda of the press and the agenda

of issues consiregd impOrtant by tlie public. ,Th'ese relationships have been

documented both synchronously and across time, for generalAmpulations'eand for ,

the various voterisub-groups, and for televi?ion and newspapers,albeit in

quite different patterns.

ere is yet another larger perspectil4 where the concept of agenda-setti44-

can be applied. Taking the broader view, all the elements of politics and

political communiciptiori are,simply one item on the larger social agenda. The

concerns of the American public extend far beyond politics/. In fact, the level

of,political interest in the general public between Presidential elections is

characteristically lowe rising a bit for the off-year eleCtion,and then ebbing

again. This ebb LTd flow 'pattern of political interest among the American-public

r
suggests that a_,Aey role of the mass me4ia and political cOmmunication is to

/,

stimulate p9litical interest. In agenda-setting terms, this is to say that a

key role of the mass media is to move politics high up the national agenda each

.election year. This may.well be the ultimate agenda-setting function,-of mass

communication. ,
IY

WhicAlver of these applications of agenda-setting are pursue4, the agenda-

setting framework underscores the importance of studying the primaries early



in an election yeaf: Agenda-setting, the transfer of concerns from the media

N 'to thefpublic, directs dim attention to the early, formative stes of public

°N,
opinion when the actors aed issues amound whom public-opinion will form

establish their places in the political arena.
11--

This look at the genesis of voter opiniorisis 'especially critical for under-

standing U. S. presidential politics in 1976, when an initially obscure

Iarmer, elected only to ohe term as a state senator and One term as governor'

of Georgia, stood in the national polls by mid-summer ind in the E1ectoral

College on November 3 apead bf the incumbent president, of the United States, a

man who had served over 20 years in national political office.

4ESEARCH DESIGN a

In an effort to trace changes in issue saliences and other rel,ited political.
f

variables during the 1976 presidential campaign, a panel df approximately 45
0°.

registered voter% in each of three diverse communities was"recruited in January

/)
of 1976: The panel members were interviewed'in February, Aarch May, July, .

August, September, October and November of that year and agalnin'January of
r0

"1977., a total ofnine interviews. Most of the interviewi, which were designed

to gather respondent-oriented reactions to the issues in the campaigns, were

coriducted by telephone. Interviewers attempted to gain unusual rapport with

the panel members to 44cilitate acquisition of unanticipated reactions to the

campaign.,

c-,
Thes'i interviews were conducteck with voters,in Evanston, Illinois, a

suburban Chicago communitiq metropolitan Indianapolis, Indiana; and Lebanon,

.°
New Hampshire, a small\New England town. The probability samples from which

panel members were recruited were designed to overrepresent those in the

communities who usually fo1low6d political campaigns either in their newspapers '

4
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or on television.- Those not using the,media and those indicating nciinterest

in politics were;systematically eliminated-from tho sample pool.

The-mddian age of panel members was in,the 30s. About.40%yere
0

college graduates.
P

Approximately half of those working Outside the home

had jobs traditionally classified'as white collar. And 47% of the panel .

iembers were female.

ro.
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I, Political Interest 'and Information-Seeking

-*
Interest in politics is a cyclical phenomenon e6ong American voters,,'

4p

'regularly rising and ebbing every four years with the comilig and going of '

Or

the Ptesidential'electipn. The quadrennial peaking pf interest in

politics is clearly illustrated in Table I.

TI;ble 1 aboilt here

Only 40% of our-panel respondents dxpressed high, interest in politics

at the time of our pre-New Hampshire primary February interview. (But
.

' even this figure. undoubtedly represents a rising level of interest from

. . /

previous months and our panel consists of oly registered voters.)/ However,

the level of political interest continued to build during the primary season,

reaching 60% by July. 'In short, while only two out of five voters expresse4

high interest'in politics during February,'five months later three out of

\fiVe expressed high interest.

From J41y 'onward -- through the conventions, the televised debates, and

\
all the other events of the campaign -- the-proportion of voters in our

panel expressing high inteTes't in polities remained stabilized at about 69%.

As an aside, this point of stabilization roughly coincides with the

traditional pattern of decision making by voters.'(Campbell et al., 1964)

That is, once the leading capdidates are known for each party a majority of
1

American voters usually have selected the candidate they votel for in

ft"...11

November. The correletion, at the individual level, between the peaiing of

interest and selection of a ballot choice can be pursued in future analyses.

)tri
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February

TABLE 1 ,

.
A

r

-
' Prbport ion .of Voters "Very Intelvested" in

.,

the Campaign Over Time'
`4I .

March Mar J9 y

39: 4% 50.7% 537%' 60 . 6%

n = 137 n = 136 n = ,136 n = 127

August,

pi

September.. October (November
turn-out)

57.1% 57.8% 60.3% 96.9%

n n 133 n = 128 n = 126 n = 130

4...
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.\ Turning to the agiregate tren&in.the use of newspapers and

television fdenews about politics, Table 2 shows the rise and fall'

Table 2 about here

across 1976 in use of these mass media. Both begin at a low point

.in December, rise quickly to their peak in March -- this is the heart .

'

of the primary'season and time when Presidential politics quadrennially

burst anew on the scene in.full profusion then settle down to a

stable level of use for the remainder of the political year. Thee

only deviatien from this longybri d of stabilit)i reaching from /he

late primaries.up to the general e ectrion is the drop in newspaper use

during Auiust probibiy account d for by the disruption of.vacations

and outdoor activities in late summer.

Overall, the use of newspapers and television show highly similar

17,41111'
inatterns-Wifts 1976.

y

en t14 proportion of heavy users 4re-rank-

ordered across the six points in time separately for each medium and

then compared, the resulting correlation is .83 (Spearman's rha). These

utl
two trends in Table 2 are highly dissimilar from thflte f

interest illustratid-ih Table 1, yielding correlationeof approximately

zero.

Finally, it should be noted that at all,six points in time the

proportion of our panel reporting extensive use of TV exceeds the

7. (

I

'proportion reporting extensive use of newspapers to folloe politics.
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. TABLEI2
Proportion of Voters Using Newsphper/Televi4ion.

"a great,deal" to Follow Politics 2

December . March 'NW .
July -

-

August

. 28.2%
...

43.8% 37:8% , . 26.5%

(n = 142) "1. (n = 137) (n = 127) (n = 128) 1(n a 132)

fi

4

) 30.5% 48.2% .39.3%

t

37.5% 38.6%

= 141) (n = 137) (n = 127) (n ;1.28) (n =.132)

e

0

Jr

October

38.4%

n = 125),

41.3%
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II. Issues in the 1976 Campaign

According to the press, differencfis in personality, not'

, .

issues, were e main concern of most voters during the 1976 ,

camp Mraign., ( ller1.1977) However, Arthur Miller of the
,

Center for\Political Studies at the University of Michigan .

.

.

.claims that a CPS survey of 2,300 voters interviewed during

the six weeks priOr to the election i,ndicates otherwise.

"Prom our analysis we'determined that voters, were differ-

entiating the candidates with respect to issues, whereathe

overall evaluation of the candidates' personal appeal was

very similar.". ,(Millerv 1977)

This finding further emphasizes the importance of studying

the relationship betwe4n media coverage of itsues, and the

salience of issues to voters.. In this paper, two separate

types of issue saliences are considered: intrapersonal sa-
.

lience--the ektent to which an individual.feels an issue is

important to him p her, and interpersonal salience--the extent
0-

to whichian i'ssue is discussed by an individual with others.
3

Although most of the research on agenda-Getting has ,

been concerned with the medies influence on intrapersonal

saliencesl there is reason to believe that media coverage also

affects
,
which issues ar

I

dicussed most often. There is also

evidence to suggest tha media coverage of issues influences

wUj.ch issues are perceived to be ithportant to others in the

community (McX.eod, Becker and Byrnes, 1974), but this paper

will'consider only those issues felt to be most personally

important and those issues discussed most often.

\

9.



Table 3 shows the percentages of all respondents in our

three-community study choosing each issue category as personally

.most important,-as well as the rank-ordering of.each issue

',category in 'terms df the percentage of respondents choosing

.it. Table 4 contains the same infortnationl'but for those

"isdUes discussed most often withp)thers. Responses not fit'ting

into the 11 issue categorieswee coded ail "Other" and Were

not ranked.,

Tables 3 and 4 About Here
I

t Os

$

The general dominance of economic issues is obvious in
w

both Tables 3 and 4. By the final walle of interviews, more

'than 60% of the responses.were f4 unemployment, inflati

' taxes or state of the economy in both tables. Almost 50% of 1

the responses we're for economic issues at the beginning of the

study in February 1976.

\`'Eti general, the rankings of.4ssues considered Jpersonally

I

most im rtant and issues discussEld most often remained rela-

..
.

. )

,

tively stab across time. 1

In fact, the rank-order correlations (Spearman's rhos)

from month to month for the.intrapersonal issue agendas in

Table 3 range from .68 to .95, with the least similar rzinkings

occurring between February and March and the most similar

rankings occurring near the end of the campaign--between

August and September, and between 'October and November. The

month-to-month rhos for the interpersona2 agendas in Table 4

are also high (,-.75 to .93), indicating relative stability of

e Sf



. TABLE 3

f
Issues Considered Personally Most Important (intrapersonal)

During-the 1976 Presidential Campaign

only

Februall March May July A1.211L September October November

% ran %er'ran}c rank si---tarik ,% rank im---FEEW

ssues

Unemployment 9.9

Inflation 17,,6

/axes 2.3 ;13 3.9 7.5 *Ls 11

Otate of Edonoriy 16.8 2 20.2 1.5 18.7 2

5 15.5 10.4f 4

1 201, 1.5 14.9 3

Crime 6.9

tacial Iasues,
Busing 3.8

Iralth, Educa-
tion4 Welfare 14.5 3 5.4 5

En.vironment,
Eneigy 11.5 4

Government
Credibility

Government Size,
Spending 1,' 11

Foreign Affairs,'

6 0.0 11' 5.2 '6

8.5 1.6,1a 3.0 10-

Defense

Other
) .

14

8.5

6

3.9 7.5

14.7 4

7.9

129

'5.2 6

J./41 8.5

5.2. 6

( 3.7 8.5

20.9

7:0

(134)

12.0 3 16.9 3

19.4 2 .16.1 2

44:-/- 8

22.6 1 25.5 1:

,

8,0 4 8.5 4.5

2.4 9.5 1.6 11

6.5 7.5 7.0 6

6.5 7.5, 3.9 9

A

7.2 5.5 5.4

2.4 9.,5 2.3,10

7.2 5.5 8.5 4.5

4.8 5.4

(124) (129)

11.7 3.5 16.9 2

20.4 1.5 4.3 1

5.1 7 5..2 6

20.4 1..5 12.8 3

7.1 5:5 3.5 7.5

2.0 10- '1.8 10

7.1 5.5 7.0 4.5

4.1 8 2.9 9

2:6 9 3.5 7.5

17.3 2

25.8 1

7.6 4

13.8 .3
I.

4.4 8.5

2.7 10

5.3 6.5

4.4 8.5

5.3 6.5

1.6 11 1,2 11 2.2.11

I.

11.7 3.5 7.0 4.5 7.1 5

6.6 4.1 4.0 .

(123) (11,7), (126)
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TABLE 4
.1

Issues Talked About Most Often with Others (Interpersonal)
>During the 1976 Presidential Campaign

). /

February March' May - July Au9ust September Otober LIED:1E12pr

( rank V---FiriZ .rank % rank % rank % rarik r"--aa

-Issues

Uhemployment 9.3 4.5 10.4 5 12.6:

Inflation 17.8 1 20.8- 1.5 10.8

l'axes / 1.6 11 1.9 10.5 2.7

State'of Economy .16.1 2 2.0.81 1.5 18.0

Crjme 5.9 6 5.7 6 9.9
.

Racial Issues,
Busing 2.5 10 10- 10.5 2.7

Health, Educa-
tion, Welfare ,13.6. 3 11.3. 3.5

Environment,
Energy 9.3 4.5 4.7 7 2.7

Government
Credibility 5,1 7,5 2.8' 8.5 5.4

Government Size,
Spending 5.1 7,5 2.8 8.5 1.8

'Foreign Affairs,
Defense 4.2 9 11. 3 3.5 1.6.2

Other 9.3 5,1 6.3.....

16

I.

3

4.5_

1

'6

9

4.5

9

7

11

2

12.2 ,2
-

.17.4 1

0.9 11

1044 3

9.6 4.5

2.6 1:0

9.6 4.5

3.5 9

6.9 7.

5.2

'7.8 6

13.9

10.1 4 9.9 5 15.9 2 5

11.0 2.5 20.7 2 32.4 l'

2.7 8 8.1 7 6.6 4f

21.1 1 30.6 1 15.9 2.5

6.4 6 9.9 5 5*3 5

0.9 11 1..8 11 13 10.5

r
8 3 5 9.9 5 3.3 7

1.8 9.5 3.6 9 '2.6 8:5

1.8 9.5 4.5 8 2.6 8.5

3.7 7 2.7 10 1.3 10.5

11.0 2.5 10.81 3 4 6'
A

210. 20.7 7.9

14.5 2.5

25.0 1

8.7 '4

14.5 2.5

.3.5 8

1.2 11 .

3,

4.7

2.3 9.5

5.2

2.3 9.5

5.8 k.

12./

r ,
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interpersonal issue salien9es across time, with the least
4

similar agendas in May and July and the most similar in

August and September.

Overall, a compari on of all intrapersonal issue agendas

with the February intrapersonal agenda and a similar comparison

for interpersonal issues {with Spearman rhos).indicated that

the personally most important (intrapersonal) agendas were
e

somewhat more stable over the entire campaign'(.$3 to .73):.

than were the discussion (interpersonal) agt as (.33 to .82).

Although there arP no Illajor.slafts ill both )cirlds of'

issue,agendAs across time,

drease in importance over

tion issue from September to late Octobe

the adQnomic tssues tend to in-
, \

'/

the pampaign, rticularly the infla-

pohding drop in the salience of the gen
3

tends to offset this gain in the sali4pe of inflation.

P;
iaci4,1 problems, health and

A

However, a corres-

ral state of the economy

. Other is"sues sudh as crime,

welfare, and government spendin .tend)to remain constant or

\, decreade in importance durini he ca paign. Forei:gn affairs

increases,in importance for t e'fir t half of the year, then de-
./

clines during the second half.

The evidence in Table 4 suggests that voters also talk

about the topics which are most personally important to them.

Th'e'increase in the salience of economic-issues is also evident

here, as well ap the Oecrease in salience.of health and welfare,
cp

and the relative stability Of other non-economic issues.

Overall, then, the picture of issues considelred person'lly

most import'ant dnd disCussed most often with others during the

13
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1976 iampaign is one of'surpAing stability for the panel members of.this

study. Apparently later events in the campaign, such as the natioNa4 con-
)

ventions and the televisedlhebates, had little effect on the. relative

levels of salience of the major issues.

AV

4.

0

c-
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III.- Mass Media Influence on PolitiCal Interest'

The iiypothesis examined here is that the mass media play a Macro agenda-

setting role,

that topic up

stimulating interest in the

the social agenda during an

0

pres4denti.al election and moving

election year. The substantial

correlation between, media use and political Interest tia4 been documented

numerous times in a wide variety of political communigation settings. The
-0

question here regards direction of effect;, Does masst communication stimulate

' interest in politics? d
#

Beyond testing the basic hypothesis about the directiOn of effect between

4

use of the mass media to follow politics and interest.in politics,.there are

two followup questions. (1.) What is the time liglbetweeh the two phenomena?

Over what interval of time do. we find the strongest correlations.between the

two variables? (2.) .Do te1evision9and newspapers play, the same political

communication role here? Other evidence from agenda;setting research has

suggested differing roles for thettwo news media.

. Examination of the patterns in the cross-lagged correlations presented in

Tables SA and 5B-suggests-that the interplay between Media use and political

interest altnges during .three distinct time periods. In the pre-campaign

period before t he opening primary in New Hampshire, the dominant influence is

from political interest to use\of mass communication fp f011ow politics. This

is especially true for the television data in Table 5A. In all five-comparisons

the effegt of February political interest on subsequent use of TV is much stronger

than the subsequent effects of early media use.

But the picture changes as we move into the height'of the primary season--

reflected ip the March and May interviews with our panel, 'Now the hominint

4. 2i)
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TABLE 5 A °.

Correlations (gamma coeffiFients) between
list% of Television'and Political Interest

fl
Feb. Mat. Ma Jul Au. Oct.

Feb. Media Political interest

Feb. Political'interest-4 Media

MTdia > Political interest

Mar. Political interest Media

May Media Political interest

May Political interest --> Media

July Media > Political interest

July Political interestH> Media
(

Aug. Media Political

Aug. Political interest> Media
1

4

interest

For question wording see notesl and 2.

4,42,

.31 .03 .09 .11 ,.12 .16

.33 .45 .24 .35 .31

.30 .26 '.52 .30 .45

.26 ..09 .39
-

)46 .47 ...45

416 .51.,19

7 . p.48 139°4

.51 .55

.60 .S1

.56

.%

4,
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17.
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TABLE S B

Correlations (gamma coefficients) between
Use of Newspapers and PoliXical Intereit

4

Feb'.

Dec. Media >A' Political interest . .28(---,

Feb, Political Interektir Media

v

r
.

Mar. Media- :`.) Political interest
, .

Mir. Political Interest:, Media .

4 .

°. ..
.

May Media > PoliticaUnterest
O'

wMay Polttical Interest-->Media

July Media >Political interest

July Political Interest--->Media-

Aug. Media--, >eolitical interest
i

' Aug. Political Interest4.Media

n.

Ta

For question wor4ng see notes 1,4411i 2. 2ISa

Mar. May July Aug: Oct.

.15 .12 .24 .25 ..05

.18 .41
----/

:23 :Z7 .24

.
.

29 .08 .23 .31 %08
.

-.36 .26 .23 .36

.38 .31 .38 .01
tio

.17 .15 .15

.30 .2R .06

.11 .19

31 .03

.31.
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influence reflected in the cross-lagged correlations is .from media use to

sub equent political Interest. It wag, of course, during this very time.

pRriod.that use of the mass media to follow politics peaked among the voters

in our panel. The data in Tables 5A'and 5B document the subsequent effects

.of this exten'sive media use in the spring, .Heavy use of mass communications

in the epring for orientation tethe presidential'electionsqems to generate

.extensive interet.in the election during subsequent mopths.

Iterestingly, the absolute values of-the cOrrelations peak during July
1

and August. That is, the cumulative effect of heavy TV use in March and May

peaks during the summer months, suggesting a time lag of'two to four months
I

in the influenge of mass communication,,t0verage on voter interest in the

Presidential election.

Past this peak period of media use, the relationsyrp between use of mass

communication ta follow politics and interest in the Presidential election is

'largely reciprocal. One Also should reAll 'that during these latter mohths
1

of the election year, political interest had reached asymptote.among the mem-
- .

bers of our v9ter panel.

Altho

1
h the three time periods can be traced in both the television and

newspaper ta,.they are more prominent for televisi Thd4 ere are more dis-
% &

tinct.differenCes in the TV data between the competing cross-lag,hypotheses,

plus' tl;/e absolute Values of the TV/Palitical Interest c relation exceed the

Newp4per/Political Interest correlation in 27 ofthe 35 c mparisons possible

,
between Tables.SA and 5B.
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IV. Information Seeking and Issues
#

Most of the previpps work on media agenda7settimg has
I. .

coMpared the rankingS of media-Coverage of issues with the

rniings of these sameeissueS by voters, during the sarde, time.

periods and across-time. (See McCoMbd, 1976) .BeCause the

media*content data, (newspapers, ne0b-magazines and television) N
. ,

. ,

for all three...locations of this study weie not quite ready

for <nalysis"lat the time this repori' was written, a more

indirect method of assessing media influence on the salience

of issues was- used here.'
-,-

Panel members were .a4ked about the frequency of their
,

newspaper and televiion use for mews about politicsoin
- ),e__)

December 1975, March 19"6, May,-July, August, and October.
2

Thus it was possible to classify voters as heavy or light...news-

paper and television users for political information, and to

relate these patterns of information seeking to the intrapersonal

and interpersonal issue agendas for.each group b means of
I

Cramei's V, a'hominal-level measure of assocation which varies,
,

el
from 0 to 1 in value.4 Although this obviously is not as direct

a test of agenda-setting as is an actual comparison of the media

agendas with voter agendas, it does yield some indication of,
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- the serength of association between different patterns of poll-

tical information seeking and different patterns of issue

saliences.

Tables 6 and 7 About Here

4

The Cramer's V measures' of. association in Tables 6 and
0 A

7 suggest that informition sedking from neWspapers

was fairly.simil9r in strength to political information seeking

from television as a predibtor.of bo,1.1 kinds of issue agendas.

Use of newspapers for political information was a slightly

more stable predictor of intrapersonal and interpersonal issue

saliences across time, however, than mas'uie of television.

For the six months in which political infoxpation seeking from

newspapers and television was measured, the average range_lrom .

the lowest to the,highest intrapersonal correlation across time

was .12 for newspaper use and .16 for television use, The

average range for the interpersonal correlations was .14 for

newspaPer -use and 615 for television,use. This difference was

more pronounced (.11 vs. .19) in,the second'half ofnthe\cam'

1

,

paign in Table 6 and in the first half oi the campaign in Table

7 (.16 vs. .21).

The pattern,of correlations in Tables 6 and 7 also reveals

that newspaper use f9r political information was generally a
.,r,

stronger .predi4.or of both intrapersonal and interpetsonal issue
two

.

,..

agendas than was television use. Of 32 possible,comparisons
-0-

a

in Table 6, the newspaper use correlations were stronger than

a



TABLF 6
I

Correlations (Cramer's V) Between Frequency of Media Use

for Political-Information and Jntrapersonal Issue Agendas

During the 1976 Presidential Camp!pn

Media-Use for Political InforMation in:

-44sues-COnsi4ered

December 1975
Newsp.
yse

TV ,

Use

i.,Personally Most.
Important int

February .30 .32

.March'

May .29 .27

July .30 .36

Au(NSt .30

.September .2E0 .32

October .37 .33

,NoWater .30 .29

-/

nom (122)s (121)

I

26

^

March 1976'
Newsp. TV
Use Use

May 1976
Newsp. TV
Use Use

. 17

.28 .

.26,

. 33

. 31

. 29

29

. 22

. 58

. 37

. 21

#.42

4

July 1976 August 1976
Newsp. TV Newsp. TV

.Use . Use Use - Use

... 4 f
. 33 ..36 .40 .29

i

..40 .)2 .39 .31 .28 .23
,:.

437.. .24 .26 .29 .35 a

. 37 .25 .25' .22 .34 .12

.40 '.32 .44 *, .35 .38 .36
If

October 1976
Newsp. TV
Use Use

_

4,31 . .18'

. .i0 .37

1

1121) (121) (126) (126) (120) (129) (123) (123) (111) (111)

<

t,

ry rft
6., 0



Issues Discussed

Februaey

March

Mai

July

August

September4

4 dctober,

November

/I.

TABLE 7

Correlations (Cramer's V) Between Frequency of media Use

for Political Information and Interpersonal Issue Agendas
During the 1976 Presidential Campaign

Media. Use for Poliical Lnformation in:

December 1975 March 1976 Ma July 1976 August 1976 October 1976

Newsp, PV Newsp. /1/ Newsp Newsp. TV Newsp. TV ,Newsp. TV

th

. 33 .31

. 36 . 28 .31 .25

4

24 .22 .35 .30 .42

.39 .31 4.IS6 .31 .22 .32 .29 .36 1

.36 . 47 .41 , .39 .31 .33 .33 .29 .23

lo

.30 .37 .35. .24 .30 .27 .22 .29 .32 .35

.34 .28 ..36 .36 .35 .28 .27 .33 .35 .27 .36 .29

.19 :36 .35 .35 .21 .30 .36 .34 .28 .51 .39

.(108) (108) (100). (100) (105) (105) (100) (100) (86) (86) (95) (95)

. del

°

4

4

0

A

0

2)
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the television use correlations in 21. In the second half of the campaign

(July through October), the newspaper use correlations were stronger in 9 of

11 compari

Newspaper use correlations with interpersonal agendas (Table 7) also

tended to be somewhat stronger than those for television, with newspaper use

correlations dominating.in 20 of 32 comparisons overall, and in 14 of 21

comparisons in the first half of ..the campalgn (December throuif May).

In spite of these patterns, the reran general finding in Tables 6 and

7 is that frequency of. newspaper and television use for political information

were moderately strong and stable predictors of intrapersonal and interpersonal

issue agendas during the 1976 campaign.

1,,

CONCLUSIONS

There are distinct stages in the quadrennial resurgence of interest in

*. presidential politics. Use of mass media increase-s4quickly in the election

year, peaking in early spring, then dropping off a bit to aliower plateau for

the remainder of the year. .Voter interest in the campaign builds more slowly,

steadily moving upward until summer wherg it also settles on a plateau.

Examination of the correlation of these media use patterns and political

interest also yields distinct stages during the election year. Initially,

political interest influences media use., But heavy media use in the spring,

especially'extensive use of television news', stimulates subsequent political

interest.

In contrast, use of newspapers for political information generally was a

stronger predictor of bothkintrapersonal,and interpersonal issue agendas than

was.television,use. However, the differences are not as striking as in
OP

previous research (See McCombs,,Shaw, and Shaw, 1972; McCombs Becker, and

A 30
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Weaver, 105; McContbs, 1976; McClure and

and McClure, /976; and Tipton, Haney and
*

;

Patterson, 1974 and 1976; Patterson

Basehart, 1975).

But this conclusion isllso bsse4 on an in4irect test of agenda-setting.

The mote direat test of comparing -ic-tual-media issue agendas with voter issue-
,

agendas may produce different, conclusiont regarding the agenda-setting,,influence

.of newspapers.and,television during the 1976 election campaign.

iNevertheless, thesreliminary: data begin to sketch rather difOrent
1 1 `

political roles in society for newspapers and television news: `*a macroagenda-

setting role, the stimulation offpolitical interest, for television; the dom-

r
inant role in setting the agenda of issues for newspapers. Detailing these

roles of the.news media may be one of the most significant, albeit seren-

dipitious, contributions of ageilda-setting research.

3
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Notes

;*

1
The question asked was: '"At this time, how interested are you in

the presidential campaign?" The responses were: "very intèrested"

'"somewhat'interested" and "not at all interested".

2
The specific measures were: "During the past month how much did you

use the newspaper for news about political issues and events? , not at ail,

.very little, some, algreat deal" (newspaper political information seeiing).,,

"Diging the past month how much did you use television for,. news about

e.
, mt

political issues and events? not at all, very little,,some, a great leal"

(television political information seeking). Onlythose answering

great.deal" to each question were considered "heavy" politicallinformation

d seekers from newspaper or television.

3The specific measures were: "Of the various problems'and issues now

facing the United States, which is most important to you personally?"

(intrapIrsonal); "Which of these problems and issues have you talked about

, most often with others during the past month?" (interpersonal), Resmses

to these open-ended questions were content anaolyzed and coded intrille issuea,

categories used in Tables 3 and 4. &

4Cramer's V ranges from 0 to 1 when several nominal categories ap

,
involved4,.A large value,of V merely'signifies that a high d6gree of associk-

tion exists, without revealing the manner in which the variables are 'A
.

:

associated. Cramer's V is based'on the cases in-edth category, not simply

the modal categori s. See Norman H. Nie et al., Statistical Package for
,

the Social Sciences, Second Edition (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1975),



I.
$.

pp. 224-,225; and Frank M. Andrews et al., A Guige for Selecting

Statistical Techniques for Analyzing_Social Science Data (Ann Arbor,
4 4

Michigan: The Institute for Social Research, 1974), p. 9.

$`

<V,

ta a

3.

26.
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